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"Unlike a fountain that circulates the same water in an enclosed, perpetually recycling

system, a human being circulates thoughts in an unlimited reservoir of self. Don't limit

yourself to being a mere fountain when you contain an ocean." 

— Vera Nazarian, The Perpetual Calendar of Inspiration

Dear CMind Friends, 

Sawubona! We see you!

Happy Women’s History Month! March is set aside in this country as

Women’s History Month, where we honor the joy, bravery, courage, grace,

wit, heroism, and accomplishment of women. A month is not nearly long

enough; however, for me this is also a month where I honor my mother

born on March 1. 

My mother departed this world in July 2020 and I miss her and my

grandmother every day. Grand entered the land of the Ancestors �ve years

ago this past February. It is �tting that she gave birth to my mother on the

�rst day of Women’s History Month. These were remarkable women, who

were whole, full, present, unapologetically Black, and soaked through with

the Divine Feminine. These women—my examples of personhood and

humanness—lived life to the beat of their own drums with power. Yes, they
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spoke of the di�culty of womanhood, Black womanhood. They spoke of

the poor treatment at the hands of men both Black and white solely

because of their race and gender, and they spoke even more �ercely of

their treatment at hands of white women. They spoke of the fear of

hypermasculinity and the joy of being embraced in and by love. Most

importantly, they su�ered no fools and could speak sweetly with the

sharpest of tongues. Fully human, completely feminine: theirs is a power

passed from generation to generation, from ancestor to ascendant in our

matrilineal familial con�guration. 

I honor them and all the women of my line—those present in body and

those guiding me from the land of the Ancestors. Gratitude. 

This week, we hear from the powerful and spirit-�lled Mirabai Bush, co-

founder of CMind. Mirabai celebrates today, “some of the women who, as

early as 1996, are the reservoir of wisdom and compassion in higher

education that thousands of other contemplative educators have drawn

from.” She is one of those women for many of us. She calls forth for us the

memory and presence of the many women contemplative scholar-

practitioners who travailed the rough terrain of higher education to birth

the contemplative pedagogy movement. We owe much gratitude to each of

them and much gratitude to Mirabai. 

We deeply bow to each of you—those named and unnamed. 

In addition to the richness of Mirabai’s words, I close with a favorite poem

and invocation from Alice Walker. 

Calling All Grand Mothers

We have to live

di�erently

or we

will die

in the same

old ways.

Therefore

I call on all Grand Mothers



everywhere

on the planet

to rise

and take your place

in the leadership

of the world

Come out

of the kitchen

out of the

�elds

out of the

beauty parlors

out of the

television

Step forward

& assume

the role

for which

you were

created:

To lead humanity

to health, happiness

& sanity.

I call on

all the

Grand Mothers

of Earth

& every person

who possesses

the Grand Mother

spirit

of respect for

life

&

protection of

the young

to rise



& lead.

The life of

our species

depends

on it.

& I call on all men

of Earth

to gracefully

and

gratefully

stand aside

& let them

(let us)

do so.

—Alice Walker

Be well.

Be still.

Trust in the in�nite.

Remember our shared humanity.

Be community.

Be of good courage.

DRM

David W. Robinson-Morris, Ph.D.

Executive Director

The Center for Contemplative Mind in Society (CMind)

9 March 2022

Bowing to Bravehearts: 



Amazing Women in CMind History
Mirabai Bush

It’s Women’s History Month 2022 and time to celebrate some of the women

who, as early as 1996, are the reservoir of wisdom and compassion in

higher education that thousands of other contemplative educators have

drawn from.  

In 1969 I was teaching Freshman Writing at SUNY Bu�alo as a

Ph.D.  candidate.   Most of my students were part of a program for Black

students, initiated after Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated. Looking for

a way to connect their campus and home realities, and my own outrage at

the Vietnam War and racial injustice, and searching for ways to make

writing less intimidating, we called it Writing About Experience and used

what we now call contemplative methods: Sitting in silence and then

freewriting with prompts like “Here and Now, I….” The students loved it, and

their writing was amazing: nonlinear, ironic, poetic, insightful. But when I

tried to explain to the Faculty Senate why these students had so much to

contribute to the academic culture, I was told that social justice issues

belonged in the history or political science departments, and contemplation

belonged in the monastery.  

Twenty-six years later, when the �rst CMind Board thought that higher

education would be a good place to develop a radical new pedagogy based

on contemplative practices, I thought it would be impossible. It would

make  law and business seem like easy sectors to enter (and they were not).

Board members asked each other who they knew who would apply for a

fellowship if we o�ered them; they would be required to develop a course

that integrated contemplative practices into their disciplines.  Not one of us

knew anyone.   We decided to try it anyhow, and eventually granted 152

fellowships to faculty in more than 100 colleges and universities.   

Now CMind is grounded in an inclusive, anti-racist vision and works to

engage contemplative practices to genuinely advance the well-being of

society, mainly in higher education. There are some important, inspiring,

ingenious women who got us from there to here.

Let’s honor them. Let’s celebrate them!



In the very �rst year (1996), Sister Linda Susan Beard, teaching at Bryn

Mawr, used contemplative practices in her course on “Crossing the

Threshold of Pain’s Legacy” to help students �nd ways of encountering the

literature of shared human horror—slavery, Apartheid, and the Holocaust

—and led them from aversion to deeper, more inclusive, and more humane

understanding. 

In 1999, Renee Hill, together with beloved Oliver Hill and Cheryl Banks-

Smith, o�ered “The Path of Inner Experience” at Virginia State University.

With honesty and humor, Renee shared just how di�cult this was to teach

and initiated the work of adapting practices for speci�c communities. 

In 2006, Vaishali Mamgain taught a course in Economics at the University of

Southern Maine, titled “Will I Be Happy, Will I Be Rich?” She presented her

students with research that showed that, beyond a certain level, greater

income or greater consumption may not lead to greater happiness. It was a

challenge to democratic capitalism that would have been confusing for

students, but, supported by contemplative practices, they were able to

question the meaning of happiness, its causes and conditions.  

At the University of South Florida in Women’s Studies in 2006, Gurleen

Grewal taught texts exploring social injustice, su�ering and victimhood,

resentment and retaliation, the refusal to remain victimized, and working

through the shadow.   To avoid the pitfalls of chauvinistic and dualistic

thinking, she introduced contemplative inquiry into identity, facilitating

greater freedom from the limitations of past conditioning. We would all

bene�t from this course.  

In 2007 at the University of California Davis, Ines Hernandez-Avila,

Professor of Native American Studies, taught a course on Ancient Nahuatl

philosophical, spiritual, creative, and contemplative practices, revealing the

eminence of self-autonomy as a key to community, justice, and peace.

And Meena Sharify-Funk at Wilfred Laurier University taught the

contemplative practices of Su�sm, Islam’s contemplative tradition, with

particular attention to resources within Su�sm for peacemaking and global

intercultural dialogue. 

By 2009, Renee Hill, after exploring contemplative pedagogy for years,

partnered with Wesley Hogan to develop a Degree Program in Justice and



Transformation. The “Transformation” refers to both community and self.

Students were �rst introduced to theories of justice and re�ection on what

it means for something to be fair, equitable, just. They studied the historical

roots of contemporary political, economic, religious, and ethnic strife, as

well as current trends and hot spots. Students were also steeped in

contemplative practices as a support for both inner personal

transformation and outer community transformation.

These are only a very few of the many brave-hearted women who designed

and taught courses that challenged the existing norms and were able to

combine academic rigor, contemplative practice, and social justice

awareness in the classroom to help students live their 21st century lives

with informed and inquiring minds and a deeper commitment to  wisdom,

compassion, and justice. 

Bows to you all.

Mirabai Bush is a co-founder of the Center for

Contemplative Mind in Society and served as

Executive Director until 2008. Under her

direction, The Center developed its programs in

education, law, business, environment, the

military, and activism and its network of

thousands of people integrating contemplative

practice and perspective into their lives and work.

Mirabai holds a unique background of organizational management,

teaching, and spiritual practice.  She is co-author with Ram Dass

of  Walking Each Other Home: Conversations on Loving and

Dying  and  Compassion in Action: Setting Out on the Path of Service,

published by Random House; co-author with Daniel Barbezat

of  Contemplative Practices in Higher Education: Powerful Methods to

Transform Teaching and Learning; and editor of  Contemplation Nation:

How Ancient Practices Are Changing the Way We Live. She is currently

working on a memoir.

Mirabai formerly taught writing and English literature at SUNY Bu�alo,

and directed an innovative program there for diversifying the

university and preparing students of color for academic challenges.

She also taught in the Smith College School of Social Work and leads



an orientation class in mindfulness for �rst-year Amherst College

students.  Her spiritual studies include meditation, bhakti yoga, and

studies with Tibetan lamas.

Self-Compassion Practice
By Mirabai Bush

Because we always need more self-compassion...

1. Put both hands on your heart, pause, and feel their warmth. 

2. Breathe deeply in and out.

3. Speak these words to yourself, out loud or silently, in a warm and

caring tone:

This is a moment of su�ering (or I’m having a hard time right

now).

Su�ering is part of being human. (We all su�er.)

May I be kind to myself in this moment.

May I give myself the compassion I need, like I would do for a

friend.

4. Continue to breathe deeply.  Allow yourself to give and receive

kindness and love. 



We welcome you to join us for a dynamic, new webinar series this spring -  
Healing Higher Education: Race, Reckoning, and Radical Reimagining, 

beginning Thursday, March 17th.

https://www.contemplativemind.org/hhe


REGISTER HERE

Learn More About the Healing Higher Education Series and Speakers

https://www.contemplativemind.org/hhe
https://secure.acmhe.org/np/clients/contemind/eventRegistration.jsp?forwardedFromSecureDomain=1&event=196
https://www.contemplativemind.org/hhe


2021 is on record as being one of the deadliest years for trans people, with

the vast majority of victims being trans women of color. This workshop

explores the current sociopolitical climate for trans, non-binary, and gender

expansive individuals, as well as some of the ways that gender diversity

directly impacts the culture of colleges or universities. This workshop will

combine contemplative practice, discussion, and information sharing, to

help us forge connections between our own contemplative practices and

our commitment to gender justice.

REGISTER HERE

https://www.contemplativemind.org/march25
https://www.contemplativemind.org/march25


Please join CMind Executive Director Dr. David Robinson-Morris and the

University of Southern Maine's Bertha Crosley Ball Center for Compassion

this Thursday, March 10, for a free public talk.

A new earth is rising, paradigms are shifting, and the old giants are taking

their rest.  In the last three years, our ways of living and being have been

drastically altered across the globe. The pandemic has forced us to pause,

to be still, and to understand that human beings are a component of the

universal ecosystem but not the center. These years of global death and

dying have forced us to re-evaluate and reimagine everything—a task long

overdue.

We need a revolution!  We need a reimaginelution—a revolution led and

spurred on by the imagination!

We must begin to think beyond what has been thought; we must begin to

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdlKHwEHBQQ5gLBYN3Fx6WjQp1IH6lD6kR9A9rd56U-IYV-OQ/viewform


use our imaginations to think anew, so that a new world can be rewoven—

di�erently. Our revolution is not the physical battling of men and women,

but a war of ideas and the ability to feel the world.  This talk encourages us

to engage in a collective reimaginelution: a revolution of the imagination

that allows us to think beyond the known toward collective healing and

liberation to usher in this new earth that is rising in love.

What does it mean to be a contemplative practitioner attentive to issues of power,
racism, and marginalization in higher education today? How has your contemplative
practice impacted your work as a teacher, scholar, leader, community activist? How
does your practice sustain you? How do you navigate non life-affirming structures
and harmful environments while seeking to transform them?  

Proposals are requested for personal narratives + practice-descriptions that arise
from the experiences of people from all identity categories  for consideration to be
included in the upcoming book  Contemplative Practitioners in Higher Education:
Showing Up in our Fullness.  Submission deadline is April 1, 2022. 
 

Learn more here. 

Register Here

https://www.contemplativemind.org/cfp22
https://www.contemplativemind.org/cfp22
https://www.contemplativemind.org/cfp22
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdlKHwEHBQQ5gLBYN3Fx6WjQp1IH6lD6kR9A9rd56U-IYV-OQ/viewform


The Association for Contemplative Mind in Higher Education (ACMHE) is a
professional academic association for all who bring contemplative practices and
perspectives into their work in higher education. Member benefits include fee
discounts for ACMHE and CMind events, access to the Journal of
Contemplative Inquiry, a member directory, forum, webinar archive, and more.  

Join over 800 members worldwide who are creating integrative, inclusive, and
transformative education.

Join ACMHE Today

https://acmhe.org/
http://https//acmhe.org/acmhe/join/


Are you a new reader? Welcome!

The Reservoir is a newsletter from CMind, The Center for Contemplative

Mind in Society. We intend this newsletter as a moment of respite in

your busy day.

Click Here to Subscribe to The Reservoir

The Center for Contemplative Mind in Society (CMind) is a global

community of contemplative practitioners whose goal is the ongoing

https://secure.acmhe.org/forms/donate
https://www.contemplativemind.org/
https://secure.acmhe.org/forms/mailing-list
https://www.contemplativemind.org/


development of racial, social, economic, and environmental justice and

the advancement of human �ourishing. CMind’s mission is to positively

and progressively transform society through diverse contemplative

practices.

We love your feedback! What do you think? 
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